The work hardening behavior and the developments of microstructure and crystallographic texture during high-pressure torsion (HPT) in pure iron were investigated. A set of the 3D electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements were also performed to characterize the microstructure in 3D using an orthogonally arranged focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) instrument. It was found that the image quality (IQ) values of the EBSD data obtained by the FIB-SEM are better compared to the conventional mechanical polishing procedure. A detailed analysis on the distribution of misorientation angle was performed, being fitted with the Mackenzie plot. The use of the Hencky equivalent strain made it possible to compare the work hardening behaviors and the microstructural evolutions observed in the current investigation with those reported for accumulative roll bonding (ARB). This comparison has revealed that the HallPetch coefficient k obtained by HPT deformation drastically increases with the grain refinement by HPT deformation.
Introduction
Ultrafine grained (UFG) metals with an average grain size below 1 µm are known to exhibit excellent strength and reasonable ductility. It is widely known that severe plastic deformation (SPD) such as high-pressure torsion (HPT) is a promising method to produce UFG metals. 14) The grain refinement for various metallic materials by HPT have been extensively reported by numerous authors, 1, 57) and the knowledge for the resultant mechanical properties and the microstructure formed after HPT deformation have been well established.
Meanwhile, for pure bcc iron, the evolution of mechanical properties and microstructure during HPT deformation is not well understood. A few investigations have been performed on the texture development by HPT deformation, 811) but they involve some drawbacks. The works by Valiev et al. 8) and by Edalati et al. 9) presented detailed microstructural developments during HPT deformation by TEM, but no crystallographic texture analysis was performed. The work by Descartes et al. 10) presented a detailed study on the development of the microstructure/texture for pure iron during HPT deformation by means of electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements, but the imposed hydrostatic pressure is only 500 MPa. This pressure is much smaller than the other experimental investigations (Typically several GPa. See Refs. 5, 7, 8) for examples), making us wonder if the results reported in Ref. 10 ) is truly comparable with the other works for HPT deformation in the literature. Ivanisenko et al. 11) also performed TEM and SEM/EBSD study, showing the development of microstructures and texture as well as the grain boundary character distribution by misorientation angles for Armco iron. However, that EBSD analysis has focused on the grain morphologies, and no analysis was performed on the crystallographic texture formed by HPT deformation. It is thus reasonable to conduct a set of EBSD analyses to investigate the crystallographic texture formed by HPT deformation in bcc iron.
Deformation texture due to simple shear or torsion has been studied by several researchers, 12, 13) whereby the maximal equivalent strain applied was about 5. One of the advantages of HPT deformation over conventional torsion tests is that HPT can apply infinite strain avoiding material's failure because of a high quasi-hydrostatic pressure. It is thus expected that HPT deformation makes it possible to apply much larger strain to bcc iron than those reported in Refs. 12, 13). It would be interesting to investigate whether the deformation textures formed by conventional torsion and HPT deformation differ or not.
Moreover, it is of particular interest to compare the workhardening behavior and the development of microstructure and texture in bcc iron at such large strain between several different deformation modes such as HPT, wire drawing and accumulative roll bonding (ARB). These three deformation methods are capable of applying quite large equivalent plastic strain, and the experimental results for wire drawing and ARB are available in the literature. 3, 14, 15) The aim of the current study is to investigate the work hardening behavior and the evolutions in microstructure and texture for pure iron during HPT. Furthermore, an attempt was made to characterize the 3D grain morphology by 3D-EBSD technique using the recently developed FIB-SEM dual beam instrument. 16) This technique can potentially clarify the influence of the 3D grain morphology on work hardening behavior. The obtained work hardening behavior is compared with those reported for other deformation modes in the literature.
Experimental
Pure electrolytic iron (which contains 12 ppm C) was arc-melted under an argon atmosphere, followed by casting into a cylindrical rod with a diameter of 10 mm. The ingot was heat treated at 1173 K for 1 h in an argon atmosphere, which was followed by wire electro-discharge machining (EDM) to slice HPT discs (10 mm in diameter, 0.85 mm in thickness). The final thickness of the HPT discs was controlled by mechanical polishing. The discs were then subjected to HPT deformation with a rotation speed of 0.2 rpm. The number of HPT turns, N, ranged from 0.5 to 10.
The deformed discs were cut into two half discs, and then embedded in resin for cross-sectional metallography by optical microscopy (OM) and by scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) system. The same samples were also subjected to the Vickers microhardness testing. The surface was finished by 0.5 µm colloidal silica for EBSD analyses, and further etched by nital (HNO 3 : ethanol ¼ 1 : 9) for optical microscopy. Vickers microhardness was also measured with a load of 1.96 N on the well-polished cross sections, whereby the radial position of the individual indentations were measured to quantify the local strain.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were performed using the JEOL-2010F TEM equipped with a field-emission gun operated at 200 kV. In preparing the TEM foils, circular discs with a diameter of 2 mm were cut out of the HPTed discs. The thickness of those discs were then reduced to 0.1 mm by mechanical grinding the outer regions from both the sides so that the discs are taken out from the central region along the thickness direction. Each disc was then glued on a Pt grid. The inner diameter of a grid was 0.5 mm while the outer diameter was 3 mm. Afterward, twin-jet electropolishing was performed to prepare TEM foils using an electrolyte composed of 10% HCl 4 and 90% ethanol at 253 K.
The 3D-EBSD measurements were carried out for the sample after HPT (N = 10, r = 4 mm) using an orthogonally arranged FIB-SEM instrument 16) to characterize the microstructure as well as the crystallographic orientation in 3D. A rectangular piece (2 mm © 2 mm © 0.85 mm) was cut out of the HPTed sample, followed by mechanical polishing and electropolishing using the same electrolyte for TEM samples at 253 K. The acceleration voltages for SEM and FIB were 15 and 30 kV, respectively. The FIB current was set to 600 pA during the serial sectioning for the 3D-EBSD measurement. The measurement time for the whole single process to collect a series of the 2D-EBSD scans was approximately 14 h. To prevent the drift during this long-term measurement, a marker point was used for the drift correction. The marker point was created by depositing carbon in the small square form at the vicnity of the area of interest. A series of the collected 2D inverse pole figure (IPF) maps were used to visualize a 3D image using a commercial software Avizo. The size of a nonisotropic voxel is 1.96 nm © 1.96 nm © 10 nm, and the total visualized volume is 588 nm © 625 nm © 390 nm. The total number of the EBSD scans for this 3D visualization was thus 39.
Results

Work hardening behavior
Conventional tensile testing is not suitable to measure the plastic constitutive behavior at large strain. 17) Instead, an equivalent stressstrain curve were drawn based on the results of Vickers microhardness testing that were performed on the different HPTed discs. The strain introduced by HPT deformation is quantified in the following manner. The shear strain, £, is given by the equation:
where r is the distance from the center along the radial direction, N the number of turns, and t is the thickness of the disc. The equivalent strain h eq is obtained by substituting £ into the following equation.
18)
According to the recent review by Onaka, 18) this equivalent strain h eq for simple shear deformation is essentially the same with the so-called von Mises equivalent strain, ¾ V:M: , and thus it can be used as a convenient measure of strain for large scale deformation to compare different deformation modes. Thus one can compare the value of h eq calculated for an HPT deformation with the axial logarithmic strain of wire drawing, ¾ V:M: ¼ lnðA 0 =AÞ where A 0 is the initial cross sectional area of the sample and A the current cross sectional area. The result of the comparison is shown in Fig. 1 , where the evolution of the microhardnessas a function of this equivalent strain is shown. The inevitable preliminary deformation by compression (equivalent strain ³0.4) was included in the equivalent strain. Note that the strain in an HPT disc is dependent on the distance from the center along the radial direction r, and also dependent on the number of turns, N. The Vickers microhardness data points shown in Fig. 1 were measured from the various different positions of the various different discs (i.e., different r, different N) to illustrate the continuous evolution of the hardness as a function of equivalent strain h eq . The flow stress (in MPa) is also indicated in the secondary y-axis, which was calculated from the following equation. 19 ) " · ' 3:33 Hv, where Hv is the value of the Vickers microhardness. Since the curve obtained from the evolution in hardness shown in Fig. 1 is equivalent to the uniaxial stressstrain curve of electrolytic pure iron, this can be compared with the stressstrain curve for ultralow carbon steel obtained by repeated wire-drawing processes 14) shown in the solid line. The stressstrain curve obtained for the HPT samples was found to show an almost linear hardening behavior and then shows an inflection at around h eq ¼ 34, above which the rate of hardening became significantly lower, while the curve for a wire-drawn sample kept exhibiting linear work-hardening up to h eq 7. Similarly, good agreement was observed between wiredrawing and HPT deformations below h eq ¼ 34, but the agreement suddenly poor with further deformation. This disagreement will be further discussed in later section.
Evolution in microstructure 3.2.1 Optical microscopy
The evolution of microstructure due to the HPT deformation was first characterized by OM as shown in Fig. 2 . The grain structure is clearly seen in the sample before HPT deformation. These microstructure drastically evolves with HPT deformation, particularly in the perimeter region of the discs. Although the grain structure marginally remains in the central region, it was found that those grain boundaries become invisible with optical microscopy even after just a half turn of HPT deformation. Electron microscopy is definitely required to investigate the microstructure in these regions.
TEM
The microstructures of the perimeter (r = 4 mm) of the HPTed discs were observed by TEM as shown in Fig. 3 . The approximate average grain size was estimated to be 200 nm, which was found not to change with the increasing strain further. This tendency is consistent with the more quantitative results obtained by means of SEM/EBSD as will be shown later. Another remarkable point is that the dislocation density does not drastically differ between the samples after HPT deformation with various different number of turns, N. It seems that the dislocation density stops increasing around the h eq ¼ 4, bringing no significant contribution to the increase in flow stress any further.
SEM/EBSD
SEM/EBSD measurements were carried out to investigate the crystallographic texture as well as the microstructure more quantitatively. The evolutions in IPF maps and the corresponding IPFs with the increasing strain are shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the grain boundary maps were superimposed on the IPF maps. In this figure, the evolutions in the microstructures and the texture with an increasing distance from the center r is presented. It can be seen from the grain boundary maps that the low angle grain boundary (LAGB = boundaries with misorientation angle 2°< ª < 15°, indicated by the thin lines) and the high angle grain boundary (HAGB = misorientation angle 15°< ª < 180°, indicated by the thick lines) are almost equally mixed at the strain of 
h eq ¼ 1:98. The fraction of the LAGBs then seems to become gradually dominant with further deformation, and eventually most of the grain boundaries become HAGBs beyond h eq 4. The grain size was found to decrease with an increasing strain, and eventually reaches 246 nm at h eq 7:62, as will be shown later quantitatively in Fig. 7 . It is also observed that deformation texture is developed during HPT from the IPF in Fig. 4(b) whereby the crystallographic orientation is represented based on a cylindrical coordinate (Thickness, Radial, and Hoop directions) instead of the ordinary Cartesian coordinate (i.e., ND, TD, RD) for EBSD analyses. Considering the local deformation mode, it would be natural that the shear plane is perpendicular to the thickness direction of the HPT discs and the shear direction is parallel to the hoop direction in HPT deformation. Similarly, the shear plane should be parallel to the rolling plane and the shear direction should be parallel to the rolling direction if neglect the local strain concentration in the vicinity of the sheet surfaces. However, a clear feature of the deformation texture formed by HPT deformation beyond the strain of h eq 4 shown in Fig. 4(b) is that ©110ª is parallel to the disc normal (thickness direction), which differs from the deformation texture components observed on the sheet normal planes in cold-rolled bcc iron. The texture component pointing in the hoop direction (which corresponds to the shear direction) is also ©111ª with some scatter. Indeed, several researchers have reported that torsion of ferritic steels results in shear deformation texture that is composed of {110}©112ª and {110}©001ª.
12,13) These texture components are consistent with those observed in the current EBSD analysis, and also explain the inflection point in work hardening at h eq 4.
The distribution of misorientation angle ª also changes with increasing strain as shown in Fig. 5 . As was qualitatively demonstrated in the grain boundary maps in Fig. 4 , the boundaries with misorientation angle below 15°w ere found to be more frequently counted when the strain h eq is small. By the time strain exceeds h eq ¼ 4, the frequencies of the HAGBs becomes much higher showing good agreement with the Mackenzie model. 20) One may notice that there are three spikes in the distribution (i.e., abnormally high number fraction) at the misorientation angles of 30, 45 and 60°which are quite close to the angles of the coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries of AE13b, AE19b and AE3, respectively. Several researchers however pointed out that these peaks are artifacts originated from misindexing by the software. 21) We therefore do not pursue further discussion about these peaks. It seems conclusive, at least based on the EBSD observation from the cross-section, that misorientation of the grain boundaries becomes randomized after the strain h eq exceeds 3.
3D EBSD
The three dimensional morphology of individual grains after HPT (h eq ¼ 6:96) was visualized by 3D EBSD technique as shown in Fig. 6. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show a typical IQ map and an IPF map of each 2D scan while Fig. 6(c) is the visualized 3D image from a series of the collected 2D EBSD scans. It is remarkable that the IQ values obtained from the surface milled by FIB (13806710) were found to be higher than those obtained for the mechanically polished surface (5003400). Removal of sample surface with the FIB inside the vacuum chamber seems useful to prevent the surface from oxidization, making the IQ better.
A measurement of 3D EBSD is generally very timeconsuming and thus the slicing pitch of FIB cutting and the scanning time of each EBSD scan have to be compromised with the quality. To keep the measurement time reasonable, the pixel size along the thickness direction (i.e., the slicing pitch) of the current measurement could not be made too small and thus the quality of the visualized image necessarily became slightly poor. The jaggy grain boundaries in Fig. 6(c) are also due to the poor number of scans. Nevertheless, no successful example of 3D visualization of UFG pure iron fabricated by HPT deformation has ever been reported in literature and thus the current result is considered to be quite precious. Although the orientation is indicated based on the color key in this figure, it is of course possible to assign the other parameters that are used in conventional EBSD analyses such as IQ, Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) and so on.
It has been reported that the grains are generally elongated along the shear direction after HPT (see Ref. 22) for example). In the current 3D image, however, the grains do not appear elongated very much.
Discussion
Inflection point observed in Vickers hardness result
It is of interest to discuss the origin of the inflection point of the work hardening behavior as observed in Fig. 1 . Beyond this inflection point, the work hardening behavior obtained with HPT deformation clearly differs from that for wiredrawing. Such an inflection can also be found in a classical work by Young et al., 23) whereby they compared the stress strain curves for torsion (without hydrostatic pressure) and wire drawing in Fe0.17 mass%Ti alloy. That paper demonstrated that the work hardening in torsion ceases at around ¾ V:M: (i.e., h eq ) ³ 2 while that for wire drawing continues to exhibit work-hardening. Gil Sevillano et al. 17) mentioned the possibility that this linear hardening observed in wire drawing is due to the development of ©110ª fiber texture being parallel to the drawing axis. Such a texture is of course never formed by torsion, as confirmed by the texture analysis on steels after torsion. 12, 13) This is consistent with our current EBSD result.
One might be curious about the microstructures (i.e., grain morphology) formed by wire-drawing and torsion. The detailed micrographs of the microstructure are provided in Refs. 14, 23) In wire-drawing, the grains are elongated along the drawing direction while the thickness of the grains keep decreasing all the way up to 100 nm at the equivalent strain of 7. Although the grain size of the pure iron formed by wiredrawing is surely smaller than that for the HPTed iron, the linear hardening behavior observed in wire-drawing cannot be explained solely by the grain size. The microstructure formed by torsion is not very different from those observed by the current observation for the HPTed iron.
23) It is therefore concluded that the inflection in the equivalent stress strain curve in Fig. 1 is ascribed to the texture formed by torsion.
It might be worth mentioning here that if we use the equivalent strain proposed by Shrivastava et al. 24) (defined by £= ffiffi ffi 3 p ), the disagreement between the stressstrain curve obtained by HPT and that of wire-drawing becomes more significant. It follows that the Shrivastava strain seriously overestimates the actual strain and thus is not an appropriate measure of shear deformation especially for h eq > 4. The current authors are aware of that the research group of Jonas and his co-workers have been claiming that the use of the Hencky strain (the version recommended by Onaka 18,25) )
is not applicable for large simple shear deformation. 26, 27) However, Onaka 25) pointed out that the version recommended by Jonas and his co-workers, £= ffiffi ffi 3 p , is indeed a nominal equivalent strain which is not appropriate when we deal with large deformation. Moreover, we feel that the current results shown in Fig. 1 support the viewpoint of Onaka.
18,25) Fig. 4 The evolutions of IPF maps and the corresponding IPFs with increasing equivalent strain. The maximal intensity of each IPF, I max is also indicated.
The scale bars represent 1 µm. Fig. 5 The evolution in the distribution of misorientation angle with increasing equivalent strain.
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 6 The results of the 3D EBSD measurement for the HPTed pure iron. 
Evolution in microstructure:
HPT vs. other deformation methods To discuss the ratio between the amounts of LAGBs and HAGBs more quantitatively, the fraction of HAGBs, f H (i.e., defined by the ratio of the number of HAGBs to the total number of grain boundaries) is plotted as a function of equivalent strain h eq as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The evolution of grain size is also plotted in the same figure. The f H increased rapidly and reached the saturation value of about 90% at h eq 4, and further deformation does not seem to change the f H . The grain refinement proceeded rapidly with increasing strain in the beginning of deformation, and then the rate of grain refinement significantly slowed down beyond h eq ¼ 34. The grain size then very gradually decreased with further deformation, except for a slight increase at h eq ¼ 6:16, and finally reaches the minimum grain size of 254 nm at h eq ¼ 6:96.
As was done by Young et al., 23) it is worth trying to compare these tendency obtained by HPT with a similar set of data obtained by other deformation modes, for example, ARB.
15) The von Mises equivalent strain after ten passes of ARB is 8, which is comparable with the equivalent strain applied by HPT with N = 30 and r = 5 mm. The data obtained for IF (= Interstitial-Free) steels deformed at room temperature by ARB reported by Kamikawa and Tsuji are also plotted in Fig. 7(a) for a comparison. It seems that ARB can reduce the grain size (= lamellae thickness) slightly more effectively than HPT around equivalent strain 47 while the value of f H does not increase as steeply as HPT.
HallPetch relation
Now that the grain size and the microhardness and the flow stress of the HPTed iron samples are known, a HallPetch plot can be produced as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The HallPetch plot for IF steels whereby the grain size was controlled by post-ARB annealing treatments 3) is also indicated as a reference. The HallPetch coefficient of the HPTed iron, k HPT , was estimated to be 447 MPa(µm) ¹0.5 . Here, it is worth comparing this value with those in literature. Significant amount of works on HallPetch coefficients on ferritic steels have been reported for example by Takaki and his coworkers.
2830) As reported by them, the HallPetch coefficient is highly influenced by contents of carbon and nitrogen. Takeda et al. 28) proposed that the relation between the k (MPa(µm) ¹0.5 ) value and the carbon content C ppm (ppm) is provided by the following equation.
The k value for the pure iron used in the current study (12 ppm C) is then estimated from this equation as 359 MPa(µm) ¹0.5 , which is not as large as the value of k HPT . This higher k value in the HPTed samples (k HPT ) might be due to the grain refinement, as for example proposed by Kamikawa et al. 4) They have performed a series of tensile tests for ARBed pure Al samples and reported that a significantly larger k value for UFG Al was obtained compared to conventional pure Al containing much coarser grains. They ascribed this extraordinary k value to the depletion of mobile dislocations in the highly refined grains. It is thus not very unnatural to consider that the higher k values are obtained also in bcc iron due to the similar mechanism. In fact, Tsuji et al. 3) reported that the HallPetch coefficient for IF steel obtained by ARB and the post-deformation annealing treatments was estimated as k ARB = 500 MPa(µm) ¹0.5 as shown in Fig. 7(b) . This is markedly higher than the value reported by Takaki and his co-workers, 28, 30) whereby they estimated the k value for IF steel with coarser grains to be around 180 MPa(µm) ¹0.5 . This value k coarse and the corresponding data points are also plotted in Fig. 7(b) . The difference between k ARB and k coarse also supports the idea that the HallPetch coefficient is enhanced by grain refinement.
Another remarkable point is that the interceptions are quite different between the slopes of the HPTed and ARBed samples but nevertheless their inclinations are relatively similar. The interceptions in this figure represent the strength independent of the grain boundary strengthening mechanism. In this particular situation, the main contribution is presumably due to the intragranular dislocations that would have been annihilated by post-ARB annealing. Hence, it is supposed that the density of the intragranular dislocations in as-HPTed samples is higher than in the samples after the post-ARB annealing treatments, resulting in the the difference in the interceptions. 
3D grain morphology vs. work hardening behavior
The biggest advantage of the 3D-EBSD technique is that the 3D morphology of the grains can be visualized. Work hardening behavior is probably influenced by the evolution of the grain morphology during deformation. Unfortunately, we have performed the 3D-EBSD measurement only for on single HPTed sample (h eq ¼ 6:96) at this moment. It is thus difficult to discus how the 3D grain morphology affect the work hardening behavior from the current investigation. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the 3D-EBSD technique allows us to visualize the 3D grain morphology in the asHPTed fine grained structure with a quite good IQ value. The 3D observations of the region with much lower strain (h eq ¼ 12) are the tasks to be performed, providing a solution to the discussion here.
Conclusions
The work hardening behavior of pure iron was studied by coupling the HPT deformation with Vickers microhardness testing. Moreover, the microstructure and the texture development during HPT deformation were also investigated by means of the EBSD technique. The 3D EBSD technique also successfully visualized the 3D grain structure and the orientations of the UFG pure iron produced by HPT deformation. Work-hardening in iron observed in HPT was found to be less than that of wire drawing probably due to the different deformation texture. The final texture obtained by HPT is {110} being parallel to the disc plane which prevents the linear work hardening beyond the equivalent strain h eq 4, resulting in an inflection in the equivalent stress strain curve. The distribution of misorientation angle becomes quite randomized, showing good agreement with the Mackenzie plot at larger strain. The grain size seems to keep decreasing moderately up to h eq 7, following the rapid grain refinement up to h eq ¼ 4. It was found that the HallPetch coefficient (k) obtained in the HPTed pure iron becomes much larger due to the significant grain refinement, showing reasonable agreement with the k obtained by ARB. It is the Hencky strain that makes it possible to compare the magnitude of the accumulative plastic strain applied by HPT with that by ARB.
